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(54) Pedestrian airbag arrangement

(57) A pedestrian airbag arrangement for a vehicle
comprises an airbag (10) covering at least a part of the
windscreen (52) and/or at least a part of at least one A-
pillar of the vehicle when in deployed state, an inflator
(14) being in fluid connection to said airbag (10), a re-
tractor (20) for retracting said airbag (10), said retractor
(20) comprising a spool (22) being connected to a spring
element, and a flexible pull element (40) having two ends
with the first end being connected to the airbag (10) and
the second end being connected to the spool (22), where-
in in the non-deployed state of the airbag (10) a part of
the pull element (40) is wound onto the spool (22), such
that the spool (22) is rotated by the unwinding pull ele-
ment when the airbag (10) deploys whereby loading the

spring element, and wherein the pull element (40) pulls
away the airbag (10) from the windscreen (52) and/or the
at least one A-pillar when the pull element (40) is rewound
onto the spool (22) because of the force of the spring
element. In order to provide a retractor which starts au-
tomatically with the retraction of the airbag when the air-
bag has reached a pre-determined position, the spool
(22) has at least two sections with a first section (22a)
having a larger diameter than the second section (22b),
wherein the pull element (40) is wound onto the spool
(22) in such a way that the unwinding on deployment
starts at the first section (22a) and that after a predeter-
mined unwinding length the pull element passes over to
the second section (22b) of the spool (22) so that the
force applied to the pull element rises.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a pedestrian airbag ar-
rangement according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0002] When a motor vehicle is involved in a head-on
collision with a pedestrian, the body and/or head of the
pedestrian often strikes the windscreen of the vehicle.
This can result in serious injury to the pedestrian, and
significant damage to the vehicle.
[0003] In order to better protect the pedestrian, it has
been proposed to provide a pedestrian airbag which, if
vehicle sensors indicate that a relevant collision with a
pedestrian is occurring or is likely to occur, inflates to
cover a central portion of the windscreen, and/or the left
and right A-pillars of the vehicle. Typically, the airbag is
stored beneath a rear edge of the vehicle’s bonnet, or
beneath a cowl which is provided between the base of
the windscreen and the rear of the bonnet. The rear of
the bonnet may be lifted, by a suitable airbag, piston or
other arrangement, to allow sufficient space for the airbag
to inflate.
[0004] The aim of a pedestrian airbag of this type is to
provide an inflated cushion over the windscreen and/or
A-pillars of the vehicle, thus cushioning the impact of a
pedestrian with these parts of the vehicle.
[0005] One potential problem that can occur with the
use of airbags of this type is that, once the airbag has
been inflated, the driver of the vehicle is hindered to look
out of the windscreen. If a vehicle collides with a pedes-
trian with sufficient force that the pedestrian strikes the
windscreen of the vehicle, the vehicle is likely to be trav-
elling at a considerable speed. If a pedestrian airbag in-
flates while the vehicle is travelling at speed, and subse-
quently obscures the driver’s view for a long period of
time, the result may be that the driver fails to avoid one
or more further objects or hazards before bringing the
vehicle to a complete stop.
[0006] One solution to this problem is presented in the
generic JP 2006219046. This document discloses a pe-
destrian air-bag which has a pair of straps, which are
attached to upper left and right corners of the air-bag. As
the air-bag inflates the straps are drawn from a reel
whereat tensioning a spring being connected to the reel
such that the spring is stressed while the airbag deploys.
A locking device prevents the reel from turning into the
unloading direction of the spring. The locking device can
be brought into an unlocking state by means of a manu-
ally activated trigger. After manually activating the trigger,
the deflating airbag is drawn from the windscreen allow-
ing the driver to see clearly out of the windscreen again.
[0007] The problem of the solution presented in this
document is, that usually the driver who is involved in a
accident is too busy or too confused to operate the trigger
in an early stage of the accident where it would be nec-
essary.
[0008] It is an object of the present invention to provide
an improved pedestrian airbag arrangement of the ge-
neric type. Especially it is an object of the invention to

provide a retractor which starts automatically with the
retraction of the airbag when the airbag has reached a
pre-determined position.
[0009] The airbag arrangement comprises an airbag
covering at least a part of the windscreen and/or at least
a part of at least one A-pillar of the vehicle when in de-
ployed state, an inflator being in fluid connection to said
airbag, a retractor for retracting said airbag, said retractor
comprising a spool and a spring element being connect-
ed to said spool, and a flexible pull element having two
ends with the first end being connected to the airbag and
the second end being connected to the spool, wherein
in the non-deployed state of the airbag a part of the pull
element is wound onto the spool, such that the spool is
rotated by the unwinding pull element when the airbag
deploys whereby loading the spring element, and where-
in the pull element pulls away the airbag from the wind-
screen and/or the at least one A-pillar when the pull el-
ement is rewound onto the spool because of the force of
the spring element.
[0010] According to the invention, the spool has at least
two sections with a first section having a larger diameter
than the second section. The pull element is initially
wound onto the spool in such a way that the unwinding
on deployment starts a the first section and that after a
predetermined unwinding length the pull element passes
over to the second section of the spool so that the force
applied to the pull element rises.
[0011] When the pull element - usually a strap or similar
- unwinds from the spool it loads the spring element being
connected to the spool. Because during this unwinding
the pull element is in connection to the first section having
a larger diameter, the force acting on the pull element
are rather small due to simple lever principles. So, the
pull element exerts only weak forces to the airbag during
its deployment and the airbag can deploy nearly "nor-
mally" as if no retractor was present. After a pre-deter-
mined length of the pull element has unwinded from the
spool, the pull element passes over to the second section
of the spool having a smaller diameter than the first sec-
tion. Preferably, there is a sharp step between the first
and the second section such that the pull element "jumps"
from the first section to the second section. When the
pull element has passed over to the second section of
the spool, the force acting on the pull element because
of the loaded spring rises and so does the force applied
to the airbag by the pull element. This raised force is
strong enough to retract the airbag whereby the pull el-
ement is wound onto the second section of the spool by
the force of the unloading spring. The spring is preferably
a constant force spring.
[0012] One sees that the retractor according to the in-
vention works completely automatically and passively.
This makes the pedestrian airbag arrangement safe for
the occupant, reliable, and cost effective regarding the
production and the mounting.
[0013] In order achieve a controlled unwinding from
the first section, a guiding means is provided in a pre-
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ferred embodiment. This guiding means can especially
be constituted by a screw extending coaxially from the
first section of the spool. This screw guides the unwinding
pull element towards the second section.
[0014] The invention will now be described by ways of
preferred embodiments in view of the accompanying fig-
ures. The figures show:

Figure 1a: The front of a passenger car with a pedes-
trian airbag arrangement in a strongly dia-
grammed sectional view in a resting state
of the pedestrian airbag arrangement,

Figure 1b: the detail D1 in Figure 1 a,

Figure 1c: a sectional view taken along the line A-A
in Figure 1 b,

Figure 2a: what is shown in Figure 1a in an early de-
ployment state of the airbag,

Figure 2b: what is shown in Figure 1 b in the deploy-
ment state of Figure 2a,

Figure 2c: what is shown in Figure 1c in the deploy-
ment state of Figure 2a,

Figure 3a: what is shown in Figure 1 a when the airbag
is fully deployed,

Figure 3b: what is shown in Figure 1 b in the deploy-
ment state of Figure 2a,

Figure 3c: what is shown in Figure 1c in the deploy-
ment state of Figure 2a,

Figure 4a: what is shown in Figure 1a when the airbag
has been retracted,

Figure 4b: what is shown in Figure 1 b in the retracted
state of the airbag of Figure 4a,

Figure 4c: what is shown in Figure 1c in the retracted
state of the airbag of Figure 4a,

Figure 5: an alternative and preferred embodiment
of a spool of a retractor in a diagrammatic
representation according to Figure 1 b,

Figure 6: a complete retractor in an exploded view,

Figure 7: the retractor of Figure 6 in an assembled
state, and

Figure 8: the retractor of Figure 7 in a cut view.

[0015] The Figures 1a to 4a show the front of a pas-
senger car in a strongly diagrammed manner. Figures 1

b to4d show a part of a retractor, namely a spool, and a
section of the strap connecting the spool with an airbag.
Figures 1c to 4c are sectional views of what is shown in
Figures 1b to 4b. Further, a constant force spring is
shown in Figures 1 c to 4c.
[0016] In the following reference is made to all the Fig-
ures 1a to 4c. As can best be seen in Figure 1a, the
pedestrian airbag arrangement comprises an airbag 10
being located in a housing 12 and being in the fluid con-
nection with an inflator, namely a gas generator 14. The
housing 12 is placed at or under the bonnet 50 or in a
gap between the windscreen 52 and the bonnet 50 in a
known manner, such that on triggering of the gas gener-
ator 14, the airbag 10 inflates in front of the windscreen
52 and/or in front of at least one of the A-pillars. The
arrangement of such an air-bag 10 is basically known in
the art such that it does not need to be described in further
details here. Additionally to the airbag 10 a retractor 20
is provided. This retractor 20 comprises a spool 22 being
connected to a constant force spring 26 via an axle 24
(Figure 1 c). A first end of a strap 40 is connected to the
airbag 10, the second end of this strap 40 is connected
to the spool 22. This strap 40 serves as a pull element.
[0017] As can best be seen in Figures 1 b to 4c, the
spool 22 has two sections, namely a first section 22a and
a second section 22b, wherein the diameter of the first
section 22a is larger than the diameter of the second
section 22b. Preferably the diameter of the first section
22a is at least three times the diameter of the second
section 22b. As can also best be seen from Figures 1 b
to 4c, the second end of strap 40 is connected to the
second section 22b of the spool 22. As can be seen from
the Figures 1 a, 1b and 1c, an end section of the strap
40 is wound onto the first section 22a of the spool 22
when the airbag 10 is in its undeployed resting state and
folded into its housing 12. In this state the constant force
spring 26 is not loaded or it is biased to some extend
such that a section of the strap extending between the
spool 22 and the airbag 10 is under some tension - pref-
erably the spring 26 is almost fully pre-loaded. Both is
possible and which possibility is chosen depends on fac-
tors like geometry, capacity of the airbag, size of the gas
generator and the like.
[0018] When the gas generator 14 is triggered, the air-
bag 10 unfolds and deploys out of its housing (Figure 2a)
until it reaches its fully deployed state as is shown in
Figure 3a. During this deployment the strap 40 unwinds
from the first section 22a of the spool 22, turning the spool
22 in a first direction R1 and loading the constant force
spring 26. After the strap 40 has completely unwound
from the first section 22a the strap 40 "jumps" to the sec-
tion 22b of the spool 22 to which the second end of the
strap is connected, as is shown in Figures 3b and 3c.
Usually, the geometry is chosen such that this passing
over from the first section 22a to the second section 22b
occurs when the airbag 10 is completely deployed as is
shown in Figure 3a. Because of the smaller diameter of
the second section 22b compared to the diameter of the
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first section 22a the force applied to the strap 40 rises. If
for example the diameter of the second section 22b is a
third of the diameter of the first section 22a, the force
applied to the strap 40 rises by a factor three. This rising
of the force is strong enough to begin with the retraction
of the airbag 10 even if the pressure inside the airbag 10
is still rather high (Figure 4a). During the retraction the
constant force spring 26 unloads and the spool rotates
in the direction R2 opposite to the direction R1.
[0019] In order to provide a more controlled and relia-
ble unwinding behaviour from the first section 22a, it is
preferred (as is shown in Figure 5) to provide a guiding
means which especially can be in form of a screw 28
extending from the outer surface of the first section 22a
of the spool 22. This screw 28 ensures a correct winding
of the strap 40 onto the first direction 22a and thus a
correct unwinding from this first section 22a. A further
advantage of a guiding means in form of a screw 28 is
that it ensures that a passing over of the strap from the
first section 22a to the second section 22b is not revers-
ible. This is a big advantage since it is of course neces-
sary that the strap 40 remains onto the second section
22b during the retraction of the airbag in order to keep
the force level high.
[0020] The Figures 6 to 8 show an embodiment of a
retractor 20 in more details. One can see that the spool
22 has basically the same structure as the spool shown
in Figure 5. Additionally, an end wall 23 is provided. The
constant force spring 26 is located in a spring cassette
30 into which the axle 24 projects. The spool 22 is ac-
commodated in a cover 32 which shows an aperture 32a
through which the strap 40 extends (not shown in Figures
6 to 8). This retractor 20 can be connected to the housing
12 of the airbag 10 or to an other vehicle fixed part.
[0021] The process of assembly of the airbag arrange-
ment is preferably done in the following way: First, the
strap which is connected to the retractor is pulled out to
its maximum such that the spring becomes maximum
pre-stressed. In this state the strap is locked by a mount-
ing fixture. Second, the strap is connected to the airbag
and the airbag and the strap are folded to become a tight
package. Finally, the mounting fixture is removed so that
the existing strap slack between the retractor and the
folded airbag is winded-in (i.e. the spring element be-
comes a little less pre-stressed). During the deployment
of the airbag this strap is once again pulled out to its
maximum, i.e. loading the spring element.
[0022] Although not shown in the figures, one further
advantage of the described passive retraction system of
the passenger airbag needs to be mentioned: The com-
plete airbag arrangement can easily be mounted to the
hood of the vehicle, since no wiring is necessary. Due to
the fact that the hood needs to be movable relative to the
car body, the wiring of a part fixed to the hood is more
complex than the wiring of a part fixed to the car body.
The mounting of the pedestrian airbag arrangement to
the hood can especially be advantageous if a hood lifter
is present.

List of reference numbers

[0023]

10 airbag

12 housing

14 gas generator

20 retractor

22 spool

22a first section

22b second section

23 end wall

24 axle

26 constant force spring

28 screw

30 spring cassette

32 cover

32a aperture

40 strap

50 bonnet

52 windscreen

Claims

1. Pedestrian airbag arrangement for a vehicle,
said pedestrian airbag arrangement comprising
an airbag (10) covering at least a part of the wind-
screen (52) and/or at least a part of at least one A-
pillar of the vehicle when in deployed state,
an inflator (14) being in fluid connection to said airbag
(10),
a retractor (20) for retracting said airbag (10), said
retractor (20) comprising a spool (22) being connect-
ed to a spring element, and
a flexible pull element (40) having two ends with the
first end being connected to the airbag (10) and the
second end being connected to the spool (22),
wherein in the non-deployed state of the airbag (10)
a part of the pull element (40) is wound onto the spool
(22), such that the spool (22) is rotated by the un-
winding pull element when the airbag (10) deploys
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whereby loading the spring element, and wherein
the pull element (40) pulls away the airbag (10) from
the windscreen (52) and/or the at least one A-pillar
when the pull element (40) is rewound onto the spool
(22) because of the force of the spring element,
characterised in that
the spool (22) has at least two sections with a first
section (22a) having a larger diameter than the sec-
ond section (22b), wherein the pull element (40) is
wound onto the spool (22) in such a way that the
unwinding on deployment starts at the first section
(22a) and that after a predetermined unwinding
length the pull element passes over to the second
section (22b) of the spool (22) so that the force ap-
plied to the pull element rises.

2. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to claim
1, characterised in that the passing over from the
first section (22a) to the second section (22b) is ir-
reversible.

3. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to claim 1
or claim 2, characterised in that there is a sharp
step between the first section (22a) and the second
section (22b).

4. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to one of
the preceding claims, characterised in that a guid-
ing means is present guiding the pull element (40)
from the first section (22a) to the second section
(22b) of the spool (22) when the pull element (40)
unwinds from the spool (22).

5. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to claim
4, characterised in that the guiding means is a
screw (28) extending coaxially from the first section
(22a) of the spool (22).

6. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to one of
the preceding claims, characterised in that the
length of the pull element (40) is chosen such that
the pull element (40) passes over from the first sec-
tion (22a) to the second section (22b) of the spool
(22) when the maximum expansion of the airbag (10)
is reached so that the retracting starts at this point
in time.

7. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to one of
the preceding claims, characterised in that the di-
ameter of the first section (22a) is at least three times
larger than the diameter of the second section (22b).

8. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to one of
the preceding claims, characterised in that it is
mounted to the hood of the vehicle.

9. Pedestrian airbag arrangement according to one of
the preceding claims, characterised in that the

spring element is pre-loaded in the resting state of
the airbag arrangement.
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